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M. Bennett-Oakley: 1 0ve better to the singe motiiers 
Cognitive Intervention class and persistent Windham H LeeCox 

teacher heln woman change life choices and destinv C !J"i"

ears streaming down her face, M.  
Bennett-Oakley took an unexpect
ed phone call after delivering a 

speech in San Antonio. She had just pub
licly praised a prison teacher from 
her past, when a member of the 
audience phoned the now-re
tired correctional educator.  
Overcome with emotion, 
Oakley found it difficult 
to speak when she was 
surprised with a call I 
from her mentor.  

"You have changed my 
life forever, Mrs. Bohne," 
Oakley told her former 
Windham School District 
teacher, Pam Bohne. "What you 
told me in class changed my life.  
What you taught me was, 'If you change 
your choice, you can change the reaction to 
everything that is going on in life.' You even 
made me write down goals in our Cognitive 
Intervention class to finally make changes. I 
have mentioned your name in magazine ar
ticles and in every speech I've given, and I've 
been looking for you for about six years just 
to tell you this: Thank you so much!"

Oakley, formerly incarcerated in the Tex
as Department of Criminal Justice (TDCJ), 
had just shared her inspiring - and some
times shocking - life story with correc

tional educators from four states 
in a Region V Meeting of the 

Correctional Education As
sociation. Beginning with 
,.her parents' "bitter di

vorce" when she was a lit
tle girl, Oakley survived 
a series of tragedies that 
fueled rage and rebel

lion and led to years in 
prison. Molested at age 

10 by her babysitter's son, 
she reached for alcohol, cig

arettes and other drugs in the 
next few years to deal with anger, 

despair and "loss of control and dignity." 
She ran away from home by age 15, tried 
crystal meth at 17 and was pregnant at 18.  
Oakley was in self-destruct mode.  

After marrying a man who later became 
violent, Oakley found herself again preg
nant. She got a divorce and gave birth to a 
third daughter; her mother ended up rais
ing all three girls.

onwere in love for three seasons andyou have the photos to 
prove it! Now those picturesjust ho/l!the petrifici misery, 
the lies, those wandering eyes. No camera wasfast enoutq 
to time freeze his perfect foufini escape from anlAoodaf

terllis curb on copy bundfe ofjoy made is debut in the angryjluhy heat.  
Your p/an of "fami fife" had too many moving parts ant now your 
shoulders support the weight of the entire worfif 

I spy you on a qitesdlay shopping in your faded ant! tatteredjeans, 
pavement-worn slces as you menta/ily ad and subtract from a food 
basket that's bereft of meat, yet repfete with littfe people things liit 
infant mifkl bay wipes andthe cutest Snoopy sippny cup. 'The kft hand 
fumbling for purse change rattedyou out. SingIIe mother, no matter tile 
reason tor Fei nq single, you re braver than, an firefigqhter or soblier to 
me for goi"g it a/one.%9u're the secret hero that 'W4as/inqton elites re

fuse to recognize . but I do I Ai ow your type wel 
)aihi shittks to tvojobs on $3 of gas at a time, coupons in every 

coat potegt andsometimes crying in the darkbecause tips were terrible 
14,st night symbolize your life. Yet before the tears are diy, you've af
ready set up an unforgettabfe birtfu/ay party for your ungratefulnine
year-o!on a less-than-zero budget. 29QCRE'JTBLE! Even the calen
dar worf, against you when paydlys seem to arrive on asnaiPs ba4t 
but you negotiate life magicafi, somehow.Y %ur puffd-baeChair and 
makup-freeface are angye/ic as you dote on your kifs in public. Maybe 
the riglt person wit! whisper these things to you as he springs for a 
three-han movie you've been craving.  

fTriday I seeyou again infusing the usuat$3 in your tankQ and/I want 
tob/art out that 1 kveyoufor being so stronq, but hey, agentleman has 
his rufes, so I wif/say these things in a [ave feter to afsoo mothers 
whom T/gadgy stop my warf/ifor. in between breatis and!the babysit
ters, take agander at those past time photos again and see the slies of 
time that say you were there!You mate it! Yousurvived!

Reentry and Integration Division 
provides reentry assessment and planning

mentioned in the April 2015 edition of The 
ECHO, a series of articles is being provid
ed to inform the offender population of the 

three phased reentry program provided by TDCJ's 
Reentry and Integration Division. The April article 
addressed identification document processing pro
vided during Phase I.  

This article focuses on Phase II, also known as 
assessment and reentry planning. An effective as
sessment identifies those factors that, if changed, 
will help an individual avoid repeating choices that 
likely contributed to their criminal history. Based 
on the assessment results, an individualized plan 
with goals, an action plan, and resources to address 
those risk factors have been shown to improve the

rate of success upon release from prison.  
Phase II services are available to offenders who are 

parole approved, are not releasing to an Immigration 
and Customs Enforcement or felony detainer, and 
will reside in Texas upon release. Reentry case man
agers screen on a weekly basis for eligible offenders, 
and schedule lay-ins to conduct the assessment, and, 
for those who score moderate or high risk, offer en
rollment in individualized case planning.  

During case planning, the case manager and of
fender work together to address the highest prior
ity needs in areas such as criminal history, educa
tion, employment and social support substance 
abuse and mental health and criminal attitudes 
and behavioral patterns. The reentry plan is pro-

vided to the offender upon release and shared with 
the supervising parole officer. In communities with 
an assigned community case manager, the pn is 
transitioned to Phase III, which will be discussed 
in the final article of this series.  

While the assessment is required, enrollment in 
case management is voluntary. The only repercus
sion for declining to participate is a missed oppor
tunity for assistance that could make a significant 
difference upon release from TDCJ.  

Questions regarding reentry assessment and 
planning services may be addressed to your unit re
entry case manager by 1-60 or to the TDCJ Reentry 
and Integration Division by mail to 4616 W. How
ard Lane, Suite 200, Austin, Texas, 78728. 4
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j E IN S 1 Letter from the editor:
TFE THE EIT11RI 

To the editor, 

Everything is quickly changing and 
becoming more advanced as the world 
turns. Men who stand stagnant will drift 
behind in the tides of an ever-evolving 
society. Our frenetic world will not wait 
on anyone. The only way towards prog
ress is through an education. If you are 
not doing anything with your life, you 
are moving backwards. Education has 
been the stream that has carried its par
ticipants to their dreamed destination. A 
unit library is a sea of knowledge, so it's 
a great place to start moving forward on 
the stream of success: education. Are 
you moving forward or backwards? 

Quincy Patterson 
Beto Unit 

To the reader, 

Thanksforyour thoughts about the unit 

library as a sea ofknowledge. This is very 

true. Also, the library contains more than 

just books. Current magazines and news

papers are available to keep up with cur

rent trends and current events. Take ad

vantage of your unit library. It can add 

significant knowledge toyour life. Thanks 

for writing to The ECHO.  

To the editor, 

At the Wallace Pack Unit there are 
four well-trained nurses. They know 
what they are doing, and show kind
ness and understanding and care about 

the offender. These nurses should be 
recognized and appreciated. If you 
know someone who does theirjob well, 
and does more than what's required of 
them, show your appreciation. Let them 
know they're doing a good job. Thank 
you goes out to the four nurses at the 
Wallace Pack Unit, Nurses Gordy, Li
les, Bensen and McMullen.  

Thanks for a job well done! 

Michael Maddock 
Wallace Pack Unit 

To the reader, 

It does a soul good to hear words 

of encouragement or even a simple 

"Thank You. " It doesn't cost anything, 

it ' easy and quick to do and can abso

lutely make a person ' day who hears 

it. Thanks for sharing your experience 

with our readers.

Mashed potatoes reveal the heart 
I couldn't believe what I just saw! I was in the food line at a small, social 
pot-luck dinner. The man in front of me had already piled a lot of food on 
his plate. When he came to the dish of mashed potatoes, he scooped out 

at least half the mashed potatoes and piled them on his already full plate. Un
believable. I had already decided I was not going to eat any mashed potatoes 
this night, but I was wondering how many people behind me in line were not 
going to get any mashed potatoes at all because of this fellow.  

Selfishness and self-centeredness run rampant in our society today. We see 
it happening all day long beginning when we drive in traffic to get to work. We 
see discourteous drivers decide to break laws to get somewhere a little quicker 
- I guess they think their time is more valuable than other peoples'. They are 
selfish and self-centered.  

We see people at work willing to do about anything to get just a little bit 
ahead of the next person for self-serving reasons. We see most people desir
ing things for themselves regardless of the needs of people around them.  
How did we get this way as a society? I'm not sure, and I don't really know, 
but I have an opinion.  

I believe we are born selfish and self-centered; think of how an infant acts.  
As we grow older, we must somehow learn how to share and think of others in 
our family. A well-functioning family should teach children how not to be self
ish and self-centered. I'm not sure our families do a good job at this anymore.  

Later in life, one leaves the home and goes off to college or the military 
or to live with other friends as they start the next phase of life. During this 
period, we must learn to be somewhat sensitive and unselfish in order to 
get along with roommates.  

Of course, the next phase of life for most would be marriage. Marriage 
takes the issue of selfishness and self-centeredness to the next level. In or
der to live in harmony with a spouse, much compromise must occur almost 
daily. This is what life requires.  

Selfishness is replaced by love - thinking of the other person before yourself 
- wishing and working for the best of the other person.  

Another phase of life, being a parent and raising a family with children 
requires perhaps the most control of selfishness and self-centeredness. One 
must be willing to put the needs of a spouse and children always above one's 
own needs for the long-term development of the children. It's a most awe
some and difficult thing to do.  

I understand that while being incarcerated the issues and activities are 
different than those in the free world, but selfishness and self-centeredness 
seem to be rampant here, also. I suppose the human heart acts out in the 
same way, whether locked up or free.  

Selfishness and self-centeredness go hand-in-hand. We have to deal with 
them every day of our lives. Some battles we win, some battles we lose. I hope 
I at least stay cognizant of the battle. Mashed potatoes, anyone?! 4

Dr David Seals 

UTMB dentist 

Tips from the Dentist: Gum disease is the leading cause of tooth 
loss after age 24. Last time I wrote about 400 different types of bacteria 
[germs] that can grow in the human mouth. These germs grow in a shared 
community called plaque. It is a "biofilm" similar to slime. The one special 
feature we need to know about plaque is it has to grow uncontested on 
your tooth for 24 hours before it can cause disease. This plaque can be 
contested [thinned out] by thoroughly brushing and flossing your teeth 
daily, The takeaway from this story is this: You don't have to floss 
all your teeth - just the ones you want to keep.4
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The ECHO

Dear Darby, 

I'm writing you about an article that 

you wrote in the June 2014 issue. The 

topic was about a guy who chooses to 

use someone else's previously used 

soap. The guy complaining must not 

have anything better to do than stand 

in the shower and watch people picking 

up discarded bars of soap to wash their 

bodies with. At least this man is show

ering. It's not our jobs to monitor other 

offenders' showering habits. It's just 

my personal opinion, but if something 

does not affect you, then you should 

leave it alone and mind your own busi

ness and that includes everything! Sin

cerely, "I'm just sayin' mind your own 

business in the shower!" 

Daryl Brooks 

Terrell Unit 

Dear Daryl, 

You're right. It ISNT anyone else ' 

business ifsomeone is recycling soap in 

the shower Andpeople SHOULD mind 

their own business. But still, using used 

soap picked up off the floor... ewww!

Dear Darby,
v 6 qJ

You've never addressed any letter 

I've written. I've done 13 on a 15-year 

sentence, and this may be the last time 
I drop you a line. My question, 0 Wise 

One, is this: why doesn't commissary 

sell radios with TV or weather-band ca

pacity? 

C Ya on the outside, 
Lyzzard 
Estelle Unit 

Dear Lyz, 

Good question. 01'Darb heard afew 

years ago that TDCJ had considered 

selling TVs on commissary, but that 

never happened Maybe, just maybe it 

will happen one day. In the meantime, 

listen to your radio, watch what they've 

got on the TV in the dayroom, and look 

out the window if you want to know 

about the weather!

Dear Darby, 

It never ceases to amaze me how 

many stories you hear in prison from 

people who claim they had it all in the 

free world. My only question is, "If you 

were all that out there, then what are 

you doin' in here?" 

David R. Steen (Stoney) 

Sanders-Estes Unit 

Dear Stone, 

I've seen a bunch offbks in here who 

"were all that" on the outside. Unfbr

tunately for them, they got caught.' Now 

they're learning that if they had been 

on the up-and-up, they'd be $,t in the 

free, instead ofbeing in he kith me.  

Dear Darby, 

I felt much the way you ",did after 

reading Grim's letter in a pat ACHo 

issue. While I was ready to atacki his 

rationale, I have instead decided to s , 

this: we are all in this togther. Rather 

than attack each other, wh\ don't 4*&

try empowering and encouraging? Let 

none of us get self-righteous or accusa

tory - none of us are here for being 

angels. It's easy to point out the flaws 

of others, but not so easy to recognize 

them in ourselves. If you live right, that 

will be reflected in your actions, and it 

may rub off onto the next person. En

deavor to do that, and be respectful 

while doing so. That is all we can do: 

live honorably.  

Respectfully, 

Ricky Pearson 

Michael Unit 

Oh Ricky, 

Where dzdyoufind all/them big, new

fangled words like empowering and 

encouraging? You tryin to get educat

ed?.! You 're right, we're not here for be

ing angels, but this can be a place of 

change ifwe decide to start living right 

and following an honorable path. Be

ing a positive role model MIGHT in

spire others to trod the right path, too.

I ECHO Workers 
Needed

The ECHO is eeking offenders to assist in publishing The ECHO.  

We are seeki orkers to work in an office environment creating a 
newspaper reI by more than 150,000 offenders, Applicants should have 
a positive atti'.de and work well with others. The ECHO prefers workers 
to have eperiefice in similar/related work in the free world or in TDCJ.  

GRAPHIC DESIGNER 
Job dutes.iclude page layout, photo scanning and editing, art creation 

and perimi ng general clerk responsibilities.  
Prefer CIs: 
* Eprienct with Adobe InDesign or Page Maker, Illustrator and 
PhWzsnO 

'. fThe lility to 40 words per minute is preferred.  

STAFF WRITER 
Job duties include writing articles and stories on various topics; typing; 

editing and performing general clerk responsibilities.  
Preferences: 
* Experience in journalism/publishing or a degree in journalism or 

related field.  
" A strong knowledge of grammar, punctuation and news writing styles 

is required.  
" The ability to type 40 words per minute is preferred.  

REQUIREMENTS: 
Applicants must meet the following requirements - those who do not 

will automatically be screened out.  
Offender must: 

" Be classified as a G2 custody status.  
" Be willing to relocate to the Wynne Unit in Huntsville, Texas.  
" Have no history of convictions involving aggressive sexual acts.  
" Have no history of convictions involving kidnapping.  
* Have no history of institutional disciplinary cases involving aggressive 

sexual acts.  
" Have no major disciplinary infractions within the past 12 months.  
" Have no history of security precaution designators.  
Interested applicants may send an 1-60 with qualifications to: 

Managing Editor 
The ECHO 
Windham Administration Bldg.  
Wynne Unit 
Huntsville, Texas 4
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Windham School District's 2015 graduates 
grateful for a second chance in education

TIN ................  

. ..........  AM 

TOWN

BY Winston Spencer Jr 
The Huntsville Item 

Feb. 28, 2015 
Reprinted by permission 

Saturday morning, 39 inmates glad
ly stepped forward into a life of great
er opportunity through the privilege 

of education. Held in the Estelle Unit's chapel, 
the graduation ceremony took on a churchlike 
atmosphere.  

After a welcome by Estelle principal J. Graves, 
valedictorian T. Bryant gave the invocation.  

"We thank God for his blessing of education 
and pray for his guidance, for his glory and 
honor. Amen," Bryant said.  

The Estelle Heavenly Choir stirred the audi
ence with gospel songs of endurance and vic
tory-two commodities coveted greatly by the 
proud graduates.  

State Rep. James White (R-District 19) then 
spoke on the importance of TDCJ's mission.  

"We don't often hear this but we have a min
istry in government and part of that is realized 
through our Windham schools," White said. "I 
see many of our correctional officers that ask me 
never to cut the chapel and education because it 
builds the heart and mind to be rehabilitated.  

"People ask me all the time what are we do
ing to rehab or uplift. The reason why we are 
here is because of the people on the left (the 
civilians in attendance). Today is a big win 
for all the families present, and for society," 
White continued. "We give up on people too 
easily. Even though these men are inmates, 
they are still Texans and will one day reenter 
society. They have some education now. They 
have faith. Now they need the support of fam
ily and society."

White talked about how he excelled in school 
at all levels.  

"But I've never at any level done what T. Bry
ant has done and that is to finish at the top of 
his class," White added.  

Bryant, the valedictorian of the 2015 class, 
listened to every word of Saturday's gradua
tion ceremony. He said he's grateful to those 
who helped him achieve academic success for 
the first time in his life.  

"I just quit school in the eighth grade because 
I thought I knew it all," Bryant said. "Now I see 
that was one of the worst mistakes of my life.  
Now I just soak up all I can get my hands on." 

As every inmate's name was called, each stood 
up, adjusted their clothes and proudly walked 
up to receive their diplomas. Their heads were 
high and they were sporting new self-esteem.  

"I feel good," J. Martinez said after receiving 
his diploma. "I've been in administrative seg
regation (solitary confinement) for 19 years.  
Today I see how things are different for me. I 
can see one door that's opened already - the 
one that let me out of ad-seg." 

J. Ceasar, 21, Saturday's youngest graduate, 
understands the privilege of his education.  

"I developed a brain tumor that pressed 
against my optic nerve causing me to become 
blind," Ceasar said. "But it's funny, because I

think I see the world differently now. I got here 
because of bad choices and being at the wrong 
place at the wrong time. I learned something 
here and that's redemption. I have a better 
chance at that now." 

J. Bravo, 59, the oldest graduate, now knows the 
education process never stops.  

"I'm taking trade courses on top of earning my 
GED," Bravo said. "I'm learning to repair the com
puter systems in cars. This will help me to be some
thing I never was before in my life - productive." 

T. Murray, one of Bryant's instructors, took 
special note of her top student's commitment.  

"He was in class every day and was perhaps 
the hardest worker. He listens and is so hum
ble. When he gets out, he's going to be one of 
the ones who make it," Murray said. "I pushed 
him. I mean I pushed him hard. All of his scores 
were high, but he was the only one to make a 
perfect score in two of the five test areas and 
he got a 700 out of a possible 800 total score 
on his GED test." 

Bryant said he's a changed man thanks to 
what he's learned from teachers like Murray.  

"Before I came here I wasted a lot of time," he 
said. "When I finally decided to get educated, I 
wanted to use every opportunity to better my
self before I get out. Once you come to prison, 
you need to start working on a plan for when 
you get out, before you get out. Even in here, 
there are opportunities." 

"A lot of people will look at this and say it's 
only a GED (graduation equivalence diploma)," 
said L. Cheneau, another proud 2015 graduate.  
"But it shouldn't take a GED to figure out that 
this is progress. When you progress, you prof
it. And it doesn't take a GED to know you will 
never go broke making a profit." 4

4 The ECHO May 2015
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Allred Unit 

hosts Christian 
Motorcyclists 

Association 

rally 
Donald Fisher 

Allred Unit 

erb Shreve, founder of 
the Christian Motorcy
clists Association (CMA), 

purchased his first motorcycle in 
1972. A couple of years later, he at
tended his first motorcycle rally 
and discovered that many of the 
people there didn't know Christ. It 
was then he realized the need for a 
Christian organization dedicated to 
spreading the word of God. His idea 
became reality in 1975 when the 
CMA officially became a non-profit 
charter. In 2002 the CMA went in
ternational and today has chapters 
in more than 27 countries. The or
ganization's vision is to change the 
world one heart at a time.  

The James Allred Unit has since 
welcomed the CMA back for suc
cessful tent revivals. The CMA min
istered to approximately 1,200 of
fenders over the course of three days 
last year. Joining them in their ef
forts were Horizon Program mem
bers and the Allred church choir. 4

April 

SunMon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat 

i 6 7 8 9 10 11 
C1, F CL CEL TX TEX 
6:00 7:10 7:10 3:05 7:05 

12 13 14 15 16 17 18 
TEX OAK OAK OAK LAA LAx 
2:05 7;10 7:10 7:10 7:10 6:10 
19 20 21 22 23 24 25 
LAA SEA SEA SEA OAK OAK 
1:10 9:10 9;10 9:10 9:05 3:05 
26 27 .28 29 30 
OAK SD SD SI) SEA 
3:05 9:10 9:10 2:40 7:10 

May 
Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sit 

SEA SEA 
0:610 

13 4 5 6 7 8 9 
SEA IE 'IX TEN 1-VI LA L XX 

11A0 '710 7;10 7:10 905 9:0i 8:05 
1 t 12 13 14 15 6 

S SI" SY1 'ORI- OR ToR 

3:35 7:10 7:10 7:10 7:10 610 
17 19 1 20 2 1 23 

OR OAK OAK OAK D11 I DE IDET 
1:10 7:10 7:10 1:10 12:08 6:08 6:08 
24 '25 26 27 21 29 30 
DET BAL BAL BAL CNS CWS 
12:08 12:3516:05 3:35 7:10 3:10 
31 
CWS 

1:10 

June 
Sun Mon Tim WoO d ho Fri Sat 

1 2 3 4 5 
AL BAI BAL 111I, TOR TOR 

7:10 7:1) 7:10 0" 10 6 7 12 

7 8 9 10 11 12 13 
TOR CWS -.C WS (;VS " SA X A ' 
12:0717:10 3:10 1:10 7:1) 3:10 
14 15 16 17 18 19 20 
SEA COL COI1 COL (01SEA SEA 
1:10 7:10 1:10 7:40 2:1( 910 9:1 
21 1 23 24 25 26 2 
SEA A LAA L A A ' N YY NIYY 
1:10 9:05 9:05 2:35 7:10 7:10 3:10 
28 29 30 
NY Y KC KC 
110 7:10 7:10 

All times Central.  
Schedule subject to change.

July 

Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat 

1 2 3 4 
KC BOS BOS 
7:10 7:10 12:35 

5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
BOS CLE CLE CLE CLE TB TB 
12:35 6:05 6:05 6:05 6:05 7:10 3:10 
12 13 F14 15 16 17 18 
'IB ALL-STA R TREx TEx 
12:10 w YO) _17:10 6:10 
19 2 0 '21 22 23 24 25 
'E 9X BOS BOS BOS KC KC 
1:10 7:10 7:10 7:10 7:10 6:10 
26 27 28 29 130 31 
KC LA LAA LAA AR1 

1:10 7:10 :7:10 7:10 7:10 

August 
Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Salt 

xRL 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
ARI rEX TEX TEX OAK OAK OAK 
1:10 7:1057:05 7:05 9:05 9:05 3:05 
9 101 11 12 ; 13 141 51 
OA\K S l-St ET ET I 
3; 05 9:1i 2:45 7:10 6:10 
16 1 1 8 19 :2o 21 
DET' -TBT 'B TB T'B LAD LA 1) 
11:10 7 :1 101 710 :0 7:10 610 

23 24 2 6 :7 
LA D NY N N XIYY - MN IN 
1:10 6:05 6: 05 12:05' 7:10 6,10 
30 31 
MIN SEA 
1:10 :7:10 

Sept/Oct 
Sun Mon Tue Wd Iln 1ri Sal 

1 2 3 4 5 
SEA SEA NIN : MIN 
710 7:10 7:10 610 

6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
>NO AK OAK OAK LAXLA 

1:10 3:05 9:05 9:05 9:05 i8:05 
13 14 15 16 17 18 19 
LAA TEX TEX TEX TEX OAK OAK 
2:35 7:0"5 7:'5 7:05 7:05 7:10 6:10 
20 21 22 23 24 25 26 
OAK LAA AA LAA TEX TEX 
1:10 7:10 7:10 1:10 7:10 6:10 
27 28 29 30 1 2 3 
TEX_ SEA SEA SEA ARI ARI 
1:10 9:10 9:10 9:10 8:40 7:10 
4 
ARI 
2:10

April 

Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat 

NI NYN 
7: 05 1:05 

5 6 7 8 9 1) 11 
OAK OAK OAK OAK 1101 110t, 
'1:07 9:07 9:07 2:37 3;05 7:05 

12 13 14 1i 16 17 18 
1101 LAA LAA XLAA SEA SEA 
2:05 7:05 7:05 1:05 9:10 8:10 
19 20 21 22 23 24 25 
SEA AR Z RZ LAA LAA 
3:10 8:40 8:40 9:05 8:05 
26 27 28 29 130 
LAA SEA SEA SLA 
2:35 7:05 7:05 7;0 5 

May 
Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Salt 

1 2 
1OAK (OAK 
7:05 7:05 

3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
OAK 110'0 1101'1101; T1 TIB T-I1 

2:05 17:10 7:10)17:1)) 6:10)16:103 5101 
10)11 13K 14 i15 1 

B KC KC KC KC CLF K IE CL F 
12:10 7 :05 7:5 7:05 .1:5 7:05 7:05 
17 18 19 21 22 23 

Cl OBO' S BOS N1NY C[I, E 11(18LOS 190 xx NY)' 
2:05 6:10 6:10 6:10 6:05 12:05 
24 25 26 27 28 29 30 
N Y' CLE CLE CLE BOS BOS BOS 
7:05 3:10 6:10 11:10 7:15 7:05 6:15 
31 
BOS 
2:05 

June 
Sun Mon Tue ed 'IIu Fri Sat 

1 '2 3 4 5 6 
: c(S cx's CWS KC KC 

j 7405 7:05 7:05 7:111 1:10 
7 8 9 V)I 11 12 13 
KC 0-AK OAK OAK NTIN MIN 
1:10 9:07 9:07 2:37 7:05 3:)05 
14 :15 16 17 18 19 20 
N IN A.,At) LAD LA 0 LA1) CXW'S CWS 
2:1)5 7: )5 7:05 9:10 9:10 7:10 1:10 
21 22 23 24 25 26 27 
CW(S OAK OAK OAK TOR TOR 
1:10 . 7:05 7:05 1:05 6:07 12:07 
28 29 30 
TOR BAL BAL 
12:07 6:05 6:05 

All times Central.  
Schedule subject Io change.

July 

Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat 

BA1 BA1 1. AA 
6:05 6:05 7:05 8:05 

5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
LAA '.X ARZ . SI) SD 
6:05 7:05 7:05 7:05 8:05 
12 13 14 15 16 17 18 

S ALL-S TAR 11(311 HOU 
2:05 NEW O. 7:10 6:10 
19 20 21 22 :23 24 25 

11 1O 01C COL COL 1AA LAA 
1:10 7:40 ':40 2:10 9:05 8:05 
26 27 28 29 130 31 
LAA NN NN1 NY'Y :N'NYY SF 
2:35 7:05 7:05 7:05 7:05 7:05 

August 
Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Salt 

Sr 
I 7: 05 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
s 311 HOU 1101 SI.\ SEA 
2:05 7:1)5 7:0)5 7: 05 :1'1))3:10 

.9 1)0 11 [12 13 14 115; 
S %:\ \ l I I N 9TB T9 
3:1)) 710 7:10 12:10 705 7:05 
16 17 IS 1 ) 20 2 2 
TI 1 SEA S E 6DET1I I EI1) ET 
2:) 7:'05 7:05 705 6:08 6:()8 6:08 
23 24 25 26 27 28 29 
)F I TOR TOR T1OR A 1BA1, 
12:08 7:05 7:05 1:05 7:051 7:05 
30 31_ _ _ __0 

BA 1 S D 
2:0L 9:10 

Sept/Oct 
Sun NMon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat 

1 2 3 4 5 
S D SD LA\ LAA 
9:10 9:10 9:0519t5 

6 7 8 9 10 It 112 
LAA SEA SEA S EA SE.Xk0OAK \O.6K 
2:35 5:40_9:1)1 9:1))2:4))7:05 7:05 
13 14 15 16 17 18 19 
OAK 1HO 1101 11t 1 11(31 SEA SEA 
2:05 7:05 7:05 7: 05 7:)5 7:05 7:05 
20 21 22 23 24 25 26 
SEA OAK OAK O.K 1101 11(11 
2:05 9:07 9:07 2:37 7:10 6:10 
27 28 29 30 1 2 3 
1101: DET DI "11'DE' LAA LAA LAA 
1:10 705 7:('5 7:1)5 7:05 7:05 7:05 
4 

2:05 ___

Note: gray dates indicate home games Note: gray dates indicate home games

The ECHO requests submissions
expectations you have placed on our prison newspaper. We 
request that YOU consider writing quality articles, commentaries, 
etc., to be published. All submitted articles will be appreciated 

and considered.  
Please do not send anything more than 1,000 words (five pages 

handwritten, or three pages typed and double-spaced typed). Publication 
is not guaranteed, and it may take a few issues for an article to appear.  

Suggestions: 
Article: An article is an objective discussion in an informative manner 

on any number of topics, such as health, history or legal issues. New and 
detailed facts need to have cited sources.  

Commentary: A commentary is a discussion of any number of topics, 
but it is based upon the opinions or experiences of the writer.  

Book Review: A book review details the subject, style and key plot 
elements of the book and generally concerns relevant topics of the day.  
Opinions about the book are welcomed.  

Extras: Extras refer to letters to the editor, letters to Darby, puzzles,

recipes and short stories, to name a few.  

Poetry: Poetry is a piece of writing chosen and arranged to create a 

specific emotional response through meaning, sound and/or rhythm.  

(The ECHO already has more than loo poems approved for publication 

and always has an abundance of poetry submitted, but if vou have a really 

great poem, go ahead and send it.) 

When submitting any of the above, write a heading at the top of the 

first page with your name, number, unit of assignment and the type of 

submission you are sending. For example: 

John Doe, #1234567 

Huntsville Unit 

Letter to the Editor (or article, poem, etc.) 
Don't hesitate to send us your work - even if you are not a professional 

writer. We will edit your submissions for clarity and effectiveness.  

Thank you for your continued support of The ECHO.

May 2015
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Von Short 

Contributing Writer 

hen every earthly possession 
you own will fit in a crate, it's 
really easy to save every single 

scrap of paper you come across. After a few 
decades of prison life, one tends to accu
mulate many things. "Oh, I can't throw that 
away. You never know when you might need 
an empty refried bean bag." They come in 
handy during emergencies.  

Many years ago, before the streamlined, 
slimmed down, convict version, I remem
ber going to shake downs with seven bags 
of books I couldn't possibly read in 10 life 
sentences. I just wanted to be known as the 
cool guy with all the books - a library on 
my back. Sometimes I would get an officer 
to feel sorry for me and I could get 
a cart to help me carry my En
cyclopedia Britannica to the 
gym. The officers would 
cringe when I'd pull up 
to their tables with my 
seven bags. Some of 
them even suggest
ed I might consider 
downsizing. I'd plead 
"but this is all I own.  
This is my life in 
these seven bags." 

Then came Ameri
can Correctional As
sociation (ACA), along 
with properly stored 
property and space re
strictions. At first I thought 
it just wasn't fair. I was going 
to have to send home my books 
on the 2,000 different species of 
South American barking tree spiders. So, a 
little at a time, I began to send things home.  

"Hey mom can you store some property for 
me?" I would write. She has since considered 
opening a public library in my absence.  

In addition, the 20 years worth of Dear 
John letters of "good lovin' gone bad" went 
in the trash. Turns out, she wasn't really se
rious when she said she'd wait "forever." 

I had to face the facts - I had become a 
hoarder. The ACA made me realize that and 
I'm glad. For one, I'm not 23 anymore, and 
my back simply can't handle the strain of 
seven bags. Even three bags is pushing it. I 
also had to accept that times have changed, 
and I needed to change with them. On the 
outside, I no longer need my collection of 
200 cassette tapes, when Steve Jobs made 
it possible to put the whole collection in my 
pocket.  

In the free world, computers, tablets and 
phones have made it to where you no lon
ger need storage space for your collections of 
VCR tapes, records, books, DVDs and CDs.

It will all fit on a single six inch phone. You 
don't even need file cabinets full of paper re
cords. Just scan them into your computer. I 
no longer need all this "stuff" I've been car
rying around in my former life.  

Slimming down has made my life so 
much less complicated. I no longer worry 
that the duty officer is going to shake me 
down and confiscate my precious property.  
I'm in compliance and when I get ready to 
clean my cell, I don't have to move around 
seven bags of garbage. I simply get the 
broom and move my shoes and go to swee
pin'. Life is so much simpler.  

This has also acclimated me to a life of free
dom. I remember my grandmother always 
complaining about her "clutter." Someday 
she was going to get it all in order. She never 

did. And, she wasn't able to take it with 
her. Somebody else had to deal 

with it, and most of it ended up 
in the trash or at Goodwill.  

You won't hear me com
plaining about my clut
ter because Ihave none.  
I've learned that I can 
only read a few books 
a month. I've also 
learned to utilize my 
unit library. There are 
thousands of books 
down there on every 

subject. Not only does 
it save my family mon

ey they would have spent 
on books, it saves me the 

space of storing it and the 
question of what I do with it 

once I read it. I was sending them 
home by mail. I'd spend $io to send 

home a $5 book. That just doesn't make good 
sense. Then I found out you can donate books 
to the library. Wow! All those computer books 
that I hung on to because I might need to ref
erence a key stroke could have just been do
nated to the library, and I can check them out 
anytime I need to.  

I go through my stuff once a month, and if 
I haven't pulled out something and at least 
looked at it since the month before, it's gone.  
Cards and letters, as much as I cherish them, I 
read them a few times, answer them and then 
destroy them. If it's something really special 
where my gal is telling me how wonderful I 
am and how she's going to wait for me for
ever, well, then, I may send it home.  

I know a unit shake down is inevitable, and 
when they holler, "Pack it up," I'm ready. Let's 
do this thing! Where's the crate! I no longer 
stress about it.  

Before too long, they'll tell me to roll it up.  
Going home ... and suddenly all those little 
things I fretted about for 20 plus years will no 
longer seem that important. 4

Hoarders JI/W i4)nat", # 47t e/ 

Thoughts on relationships 
Jennifer Toon, Conribulting Writer 

was reading a book about how the brain 
and mind work together. It's an ongoing 
philosophical debate that they are two 

separate things, but that's a long story. So when I 
came across a passage attributed to Albert Einstein 
about connectedness, I thought, "Hmm, I should 
share this." However, after finishing the book, I 
stuffed it back in my box. The next morning, before 
leaving for work, I considered jotting the passage 
down since the book was due, but dismissed the idea 
again. Later that evening, while snuggled up in bed 
with a completely unrelated book, I came across the 
very same passage again. I put the book down and 
sighed, because I believe when something repeatedly 
appears, it's a sign. Like when I hear a Madonna song, 
whether it's in the grocery store or a commercial, I 
believe it's God trying to tell me something. Now my 
brother would say "Yeah, He's telling you that you 
have bad taste in music." You get the idea.  

Einstein had a pressing point to make. He says, 
"A human being is a part of the whole we call the 
universe, a part limited in time and space. He 
experiences himself in thoughts and feelings as 
something separate from the rest, a kind of optical 
illusion of his consciousness. This illusion is kind of a 
prison for us; it restricts us to our personal decisions 
and our affections to a few persons nearest to us.  
Our task must be to free ourselves from this prison 
by widening our circle of compassion to embrace all 
living creatures and nature in its beauty." 

We are all connected. Me, you, your obnoxious 
neighbor, the officers, our families and even that 
little girl in kindergarten who stole my weenie dog 
necklace. We imprison ourselves when we limit our 
view to just ourselves. Freedom is found when we 
open ourselves to having compassion for everyone, 
not just the select few we like.  

What Jesus said about loving others was awesome.  
We shouldn't love sin, but we still should love the 
sinner. That's not exactly what he said, but that's 
what I understand him to mean, which is easier said 
than done. I think that being compassionate and 
loving does not always include liking that person.  
Saying that we must love everyone" makes widening 
that circle feel possible. We can love and respect 
someone as a fellow human being without inviting 
them to our wedding. All personalities don't mix, 
just as oil and water or disco and country music don't 
mix. You may get on my nerves (as I'm sure I get on 
yours), but remembering how we're in this thing 
called life together, and we can have compassion for 
each other's human experience. We're all "a part of 
the whole we call the universe.  

Connect. Be passionate.. and compassionate. 4
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IIAltruism Deidre McDonald 
Carol . Young Medical Facility

I was recently transferred to the Car
ol S. Young Medical Facility. As I 
walked to my new cubicle that first 
day, all eyes were on me. "Who is 

this new girl?" their eyes seemed to ask.  
Curiosity is a natural instinct, so I was 
watching them, too. Many are aging, preg
nant or sick. Many of them had cancer.  

On day two, I witnessed irritation get 
the better of two women as they said hate
ful things to one another. Then, I watched 
a woman fall into seizure - I was grate
ful to see that she wore a helmet to pro
tect her when she crashed onto the floor. I 
was within reach of her, but I wasn't quick 
enough. Nevertheless, I felt bad. I went 
and sat down on the floor of my cubicle 
and vowed to be quicker next time. That 
same day, I caught a different seizure pa
tient as she tumbled down to the ground.  

On top of being in prison and away from 
our families, being sick, aged or pregnant 
and scared of the unknown can definitely 
drain your spirit and confuse the balance 
of your state of mind.  

There is not much we can do about things

that are out of our control - in here or out
side, except to be the best we can be and 
have hope. But still, everyone has prob
lems. If we all got together and threw all of 
our problems on a pile, we would probably 
grab ours back.  

Sifting through difficulties of my own, 
I realize that if I remove the negative 
thoughts, bad attitude and pessimism that 
surround me, the other problems don't 
seem so intimidating anymore. All the 
worry and stress only adds more lines to 
my forehead. Sometimes things just take 
time, patience and perseverance.  

In the meantime, I've learned that hap
piness is a choice. Now that I've taken the 
focus off of my problems and continue to 
take care of myself, I ask myself one ques
tion: what makes me happy? 

Well, seeing that big toothless grin on 
the older lady no one speaks to when I 
smile at her - that makes me happy. What 
else? Holding open doors for the ladies 
on walkers, crutches and wheelchairs, not 
passing up the slow and weak on the way 
to commissary, making the right choice in

that split second decision to act fast when 
someone needs me, helping the one-armed 
lady do her washing, or lending my ear 
when I see someone in tears, and making 
it a point to remember everyone's name.  
These things show I care and tell them 
they matter.  

It's not having it all or the "serve me" 
way of life that brings lasting happiness.  
It's being of service to others.  

No matter your situation, sentence, ill
ness or personal issues, there is still room 
for an altruistic way of thinking (i.e. look
ing out for the good of others).  

All the sadness here breaks my heart, but 
when I think about what I can add to these 
peoples' lives, even if it's just a smile, it 
brings me joy.  

Practicing altruism builds compassion, 
compassion leads to peace in the dorm, 
and peace just makes everybody happy.  
How about you? Have you ever heard the 
question "Why can't we all just get along?" 
The truth is, we can. 4

Snow-blind

T he first time ever I heard the term "snow-blind" it came 

from a guy who was so blitzed on cocaine that he didn't 
even know his own name. Needless to say, it wasn't a thing 
that I wanted to experience. But that's not the snow-blind 

that this article is talking about. Additionally, I am not writing 
about our eyes being blinded from the sun's ultraviolet rays re
flecting off of pristine snow coating a towering mountain. What I 
am referring to is that limited vision which we, as prisoners, have 
for each other. We are blinded from seeing what another prisoner 
has to offer because of the white clothes they wear. In short, we are 
snow-blind.  

The fact of our incarceration speaks of mistakes made in our past.  
However, those mistakes do not remove the brains from our heads.  
All of our experiences, training and prior knowledge still exist. In
carceration does not erase our minds like a computer erases data 
from a CD. The white clothes do not equal stupidity.  

Snow-blindness occurs daily. For example, I've held my pres
ent job as a teacher's aide in the diesel mechanics school for six 
years. Before that, I worked as a diesel mechanic in the Wynne 
Unit Mechanical Department. At one time, I held five ASE (Auto
motive Service Excellence) certifications. I realize that I am a far 
cry from being the best mechanic around, but I do know a thing or 
two about turning wrenches. Nevertheless, when I instruct some
one on something, there always remains an uncertain question in 
their eyes. Then, when the teacher comes around and says the ex-

Richard F. Smith 
Contributing Witer

act same thing, they eat it up.  
I've seen similar events occurring within the religious commu

nity. A'brother in white can teach something about the Bible and 

very few will take heed to it. Yet when a free world volunteer or a 

preacher comes in with the same lesson or message, everyone acts 

like it's the greatest thing since sliced bread.  

As a Lee College tutor, I go through the same familiar struggles.  
No matter how many degrees I hold or how long I've been tutor

ing people, I continue running into the problem of the color of my 

clothes. I wear white; therefore, I don't know what I am talking 

about. At times it is very frustrating and makes me want to throw 

in the towel. After all, why are they even asking me for help if they 

are going to argue against everything that I say? But then a student 

will come along who actually listens and learns. When that hap

pens, I swiftly realize that is exactly why I do it. Still, our snow

blindness in prison is a fact of life that desperately needs to be 
addressed.  

Why are we blind to the things that other people have to offer? 
There are so many people around here just waiting for the opportu

nity to mentor someone. They have so much to offer that we could 
accomplish almost anything if only we were willing to hear them 

out. Why, I ask, do we not listen to someone just because they wear 
white? Why do we continue being blinded by the snow? 4
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Working for TDCJ encourages change 
Donald Fisher 

Allred Unit

DCJ is an organization designed around the 
working offender, where everyone that is capable 
of working is required to do just that. The atti

tude with which we approach this work has a direct effect 
on our time in prison. This time shouldn't be about what 
TDC.J is getting from us, it needs to be about what we can 
get from TDCJ. Some of the things we can get are new 
skills, good work habits, and the return of our self respect.  

Working for TDCJ provides us with a wide variety of 
skilled jobs, ranging from culinary arts and maintenance 
to automotive repair and to truck driving. Many of these 
occupations, when pursued, could support good, honest 
living on the outside. For many of us, if we had an honest 
way to support our families, we wouldn't be here at all.  
For those of us in pursuit of a better life, yet currently not 
possessing the skills to support such a life, TDCJ also of
fers us trade programs through Windham School District 
and the chance to learn new skills. Even Solomon speaks 
of the importance of skilled labor in Proverbs 22:29: "Do 
you see someone skilled in their work? They will serve be
fore kings, they will not serve before officials of low rank." 
We should use this time to obtain these skills.  

If you are not immediately placed in a skilled position

but instead are placed in a job such as the field squad, you 
can still use this time to advantage by creating good work 
habits.  

When was the last time we had a full time job that re
quired us to arrive on time and ready to work? Now, I un
derstand that this doesn't apply to us all, but for many of 
us, it has been awhile and for some, never. Humans are 
creatures of habit and good work habits are a first step to 
obtaining a skilled position.  

Self respect is something many of us don't even realize 
we've lost because it was lost over a long period of time.  
Somewhere along the way we allowed ourselves to cre
ate negative behaviors that ultimately led us here. Now, 
with an open mind, we have a chance to correct the nega
tive behaviors and create a new attitude. With a new atti
tude and job skills, we feel better about ourselves and the 
things around us. Over time, doing a good job and feeling 
good about it helps us regain self respect.  

If change is what we want to achieve through our time 
here, then working for TDCJ, - whether it be through 
learning new skills, creating good work habits, or regain
ing our self respect - is the way to do it. 4

Prevent, recognize heat illness 
Editor's note: The following information was provided by the TDCJRiskManagement Department. Summertime and summer 
heat is arriving, and offenders (and staff) are encouraged to be aware of these three types of heat illnesses.  

Offenders who are at a higher risk for heat factors include failure to maintain adequate fluid intake 
illness include those who are: during exertion, and taking diuretics.  
" newly assigned to a job; Prevention is accomplished by ample fluid intake before, 
- on psychiatric medications; during and after work, proper work-rest cycles, and salting of 
- over the age of 60 or food during meals if not medically contraindicated.  
" exposed to high temperature and humidity conditions. Heat Strokeis a medical emergency!While 

Prevention of heat illness includes:iH e preeis ofmeat exhrsinythe 
- drinking at least 1/2 cup of water every 15 minutes when it may be preceded by signs of heat exhaustion, the onset 

working in hot environments; is often sudden. In heat stroke the body has lost its ability 
- taking a five minute break every 30-60 minutes and to dissipate heat and maintain a normal body temperature.  
- decreasing intensity of physical exertion Body temperature is often elevated over 1o60 F.  

under extreme conditions. Exertional heat stroke occurs in young, healthy 
Types of heat illness Npeople who maintain inadequate fluid intake 

during exertion. Signs include headache, chills, Heat Cramps: usually develop following gooseflesh, (weakness in coordination,) nausea 

subjecteto extensive wo . The pain avebeen and vomiting, progressing to unconsciousness.  

quite severe. Heat cramps usually occur after Classical heat stroke is seen in the elderly, those 
several hours of work and may occur even at low with predisposing medical conditions such as
ambient temperatures. The cause is inadequate replacement 
of electrolytes (sodium and potassium).  

Prevention is accomplished by ample fluid intake before, 
during and after work, and salting of food during meals (if not 
medically contraindicated). Use of electrolyte replacement 
drinks (sports drinks) may also be beneficial.  

Heat Exhaustion (Heat Prostration): 
the most common form of heat stress, caused by depletion of 
water and salt. Symptoms include weakness, anxiety, fatigue, 
thirst, dizziness, headache, nausea and urge to defecate.  
Signs include profuse perspiration, rapid pulse, lack of 
coordination and confusion. Heat prostration may lead 
to heat syncope, a sudden onset of collapse that is usually 
of brief duration. During heat syncope the patient appears 
ashen gray and skin is cool and clammy. Failure to treat heat 
exhaustion may result in progression to heat stroke. Risk

congestive heart failure, diabetes and alcoholism, and those 
on medications that cause fluid depletion, interfere with 
sweating or interfere with the body's thermoregulatory 
system. Classical heat stroke has few warning signs. Collapse 
may be among the first symptoms. Skin is hot and dry, and 
pulse is rapid and weak. Shock and death may occur in either 
exertional or classical heat stroke.  

Prevention includes ample fluid intake before, during 
and after work, proper work-rest cycles, keeping people at 
high risk from working under conditions of extreme heat and 
humidity and maintaining adequate indoor conditions, such 
as access to cool fluids and use of cooling fans for persons at 
increased risk for heat stroke.  
Report all incidents of a heat-related illness to a 
staff member immediately. 4

I
Free fan from TX-CURE 

-How to get one 

f you have been indigent 
for six months or more you 

may qualify for a FREE fan from 
TX-CURE. Follow these simple 
instructions to apply for a fan: 

1. Write an I-6o request to: 
TDCJ-CID TRUST FUND,

7342 
Inmate Trust Cure Fan 
I would like to get a fan from 
TX-CURE.  
Name 
TDCJ# 
Unit 
2. The Trust Fund will then 

forward the request to: 

T X-CURE Fan Project 
P.O.Box 38381 
Dallas, TX 75238-0383 

Your request must be dated Jan.  
1, 2015, through June 30,2015.  

Send only the request.  

3. Wait patiently. The Fan 
Project works from donations 
only. If you do not get a fan 
this year, you can request 
one next year if you are still 
indigent.  

4. You may request a fan 
between Jan. 1, 2015, and 
June 30, 2015. No earlier, 
no later. The rule is one fan 
per prisoner, even if yours gets 
broken, stolen, confiscated or 
if you received a fan under a 
previous TDCJ number. TDCJ 
keeps accurate records, so please 
don't apply for a fan if you've 
received one in the past. Protect 
your property papers. Report a 
malfunctioning new fan to Unit 
Property. If you do not receive a 
fan this year, try again next year.  
Mike Jewell, Director 
Cheri Ledbetter, Fan Project 
Joan Covici, Secretary 
Dallas Office (214)348-0293
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ams, read news-papers and magazines and expand their knowledge. The gen

THE PrtI ON A NCIUA Rt erallibrary is where one can enhance philosophical knowledge as well as learn 
about the latest technology. An understanding of the Dewey decimal system 

Lion M. O'Neil of book classification is imperative when visiting the library, because it's the 

Staff writer method by which books are organized on the shelf.  

e lNonfiction (true stories) publications are cataloged by a 3-digit number and T he liray s adpnlacion poation forak the midjoprpled y inquis-nsub-div.isions are shown by numbers after a decimal point. The ooos-ccom
tiveness and inclination to make the heuristic journey through an puter science, ioos-philosophy and psychology books, 200s-religious books, 

abyss ofliterary composition. 30OS-social science, 400s-language, 500s-science, 6oos-technology, 700s
In other words, the library is a sanctuary where a self-motivated individualatuoY ito sa 

ca access reading materials that can educate, entertain and enlighten.and recreation, 8s-literature, s- history and geography. Fiction (a 
The American Library Association published the first prison library hand- invented story) is arranged according to the first three letters of the author's 

Th meianLbrr sscato pbihe h.frs rs. ibay.ad last name. A book written by Langston Hughes would be found under HuG.  book in 1932 in an effort to aid prison officials in providing adequate serviceslTne.rookitbanoHesu ldhbeifoundundHG 
to the offender population. Although confinement is the primary goal of incar- The process of checking out books and returning them by their return dates to he ffederpoplaton.Altoug cofinmen isthepriarygoa ofincr-has been simplified through computer automation. All general libraries are 
ceration, prison officials understood the importance of incorporating rehabili- equibpedswithfeldctro g computer ata baring R
tative programs into the overall structure of prison. culture. The prison library equipped with electrohe scanners linked to a computer data base running R

is designed to act as a rehabilitative tool providing offenders with an opportu- evolution software. The software enables an offender to check reading ma

nitv to engage in purposeful activities. terials-i and out of the library by scanning the offenders ID card and the 

The 1980s brought about a revolution in prison library planning and eval- bar coces located on the books. The R-evolution software keeps inventory of 
nation. Librarians were acclimated to evaluating libraries in terms of num- which books are in stock, which books are on loan and the offender's book loan 

ber of books on shelves and square footage, a process called "in- history. Instead of the old fashioned book card catalog, book infor

put measures." However, factors such as the availability ~ mation can be electronically accessed by keying in the book's 

of materials requested by patrons, known as "ourpu - author, ttle, subject or the ISBN number. The system 
measures" gave a better description of what is of also tracks when an cffender in on restriction due 

utmost importance to offender needs. User sat- to late book returns. Although some authors are 

isfaction, as opposed to librarian satisfaction, more popular than others, every genre of books 
took precedent and industry standards shifted is engaged by the orison population. The types of 
towards providing offenders with quality as op- books requested vary depending on the offender's 
posed to quantity. age, culture, education, ethnicity and geographic 

The 1992 library standards for correctional insti- locations. Some offer-ders like fiction, while others 

tutions merged comparative quantitative (input) mea- r prefer nonfiction. Some offenders prefer self-help, 
sures with performance qualitative (output) measures. while others are history buffs. Personal preference and 

Although the process may vary from state to state, the essence interest control the selections.  
- 1 - .. . 1. . 1 -1 _

is ultimately the same in most prison libraries. Special characteristics of the 
prison population must be taken into consideration, such as medical patient 
needs, the criminally insane, prisoners with disabilities, various languages 
spoken and education levels in order to meet the assorted needs of the unit's 
populace.  

The Windham School District (WSD) maintains 87 libraries for the Texas 
Department ofCriminal Justice (TDCJ) facilities throughout Texas. The pro
fessional staff in a prison library has a unique challenge due to prison goals, 
which are sometimes considerably different from goals and objectives of the 
prison library. Security requirements take precedence over a librarian's de
sire to provide reading materials to offenders; therefore, concessions are of
ten made by prison librarians in order to comply with the safety essentials 
of the institution.  

"Reading increases the vocabulary, challenges self-concept and also encour
ages reflection. The library is a fun place where offenders have access to the 
latest entertainment gossip, news and sports and can feel free to catch up on 
their reading, checking out books filled with knowledge or exciting stories," 
said D. Briley, Wynne Unit WSD general population librarian assistant.  

Offenders use the general library to work on school projects, study for ex-

Offenders love to occupy their time enhancing their reading skills. H av
ing access to current news and events helps offenders cope with their current 
situation. Reading helps them expand their world view and they begin to real
ize that there is more to the world than what they've experienced in their local 
neighborhoods," said M. Schwartz, an offender library clerk.  

"Offenders who frequent the library have better attitudes than those 
who don't visit the library. I've also noticed a difference in the types of 
conversations that offenders who read have as opposed to those who 
don't read. Offenders who read seem to have a more positive attitude 
and disposition towards other offenders as well as staff members," said 
B. Collier, an offender clerk.  

If utilized to its fullest potential, the prison library can be a source of lib
eration by allowing the self-motivated offender an opportunity to use its re
sources to fill the time by enriching their mind. There is a wealth of knowledge 
available on a variety of subjects ranging from history to mystery. The ability 
to readis crucial for a prisoner's reentry into society and the prison library is 
uniquely positioned to have a profound impact on the life of a prisoner well 
beyond his or her years of incarceration.  
Source: Libraries Inside: A Practical Guidefor Prison Libraries AP
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Hope-filed promise 
Submitted b Christopher M LaSalle 

Coffield Unit 

Endless nights spent whispering sad nothings 
Moments of crystal clarity 

and visions of a sad life worth living.  

Despair, heartache and loneliness 
the emotions tormenting your worst nightmare.  

Fears of living, fears of loving, fears of losing it all 
torture your every waking moment.  

Sadness is my only companion 
It's cold and dreary and I lie facedown in the mist 

This misery.has no depths 

I wallow in endless confusion 
Which way to go? 

Down ever deeper into this abyss of despair 
or out towards that twinkling light at 

the end of this dark tunnel?

The nightfall comes once more 
but a distant force remains.  

The passion to be free 
of the chains of my desolation, 

prisoner in m own world.

captured and chained 
by the misguided conception 

that I am worthless and a nothing.  
Questions go unanswered, but one is uns spoken: 

Can Iredeem my life once squandered? 
Prisoner of my own desires 

chained down by my lack of self:

My letter 
Submited bvAdam J Chess 

Released 

WVhat's in my letters? 
Does anyone know?.  
Does anyone care? 
It sure doesn't show 

I reach out for help 
I beg and]- cry 

No one will answer.  
Please Lord, tell me why 

I love my best friend, 
of these feelings I wrote 

Yet for the past few months 
she's sent nary a note 

To others called friends 
[ tel the truth, not lies 

but now it appears 
it's me they despise 

ive written my family 
Did they forget me too? 
Their son, their brother 

I haven't a clue 
I'm lonely in here 

soscaredandunsure 
If they would just write 
that would be the cure 

* r keep on writing 
i's what Ido. well: 

Of my misfortunes I will always tel.L

Inside my head a story's told 
of life I live so well 

A pen with no eraser used; 
some say this journey's failed, 

Also inside are positive thoughts 
of things I'd like to say, 

I should have told this story then, 
Why not just tell it today? 
The first step in life I took 

was after I learned to crawl, 
Although I'm taller than normal now 

Back then I was very small 
Never in life would I have thought 

I'd yearn for skepticism, 
Young or old sometimes 

we face constructive criticism, 
Close your eyes if you're confused 

I'll take you to a place, 
Where time travels on men-go-rounds 

And prisoners say their grace 
There was a time I use to think, 
"My peers are all that matter" 
Then came silent journalism 
with hope on silver platters 

I pull the blanket over my head 
for private time to think 

The men-go-round began to turn, 
before my eyes could blink 

Houston, Dallas, Lubbock, Texas 
-even Abilene 

1 even stopped in Nashville

where country singers sing 
I blinked again and ended up 

in Chicago, ilinois 
Where people come 

from various walks of life 
and children play with toys, 

I see a youth with gun in hand 
and I began to cry 

Like a wind in summer's breeze 
tasked the youngster, why? 

What is silent journalism 
in case they want to know? 

It's wisdom, 
knowledge and understanding 

The things we want to show 
It's all races living as one, 

like five minus four 
It's champions, graduations, 

and making the winning score 
It's fried chicken, apple pie 
and presents under the tree 

It's unbroken resolutions 
of things we want to see 

It's stories in our mind untold, 
that people need to hear 

It's both hands on a steering wheel 
So others won't be in fear 
Now I think Iunderstand 

the difference between right and wrong 
Is this silent journalism, 
or just another song?

Wayward son 
Submitted hy /Frank Bernard 

Darringion Unit 

Wayward son, 
you make your mama's heart cone undone 

On your quest for the sun 
always on therun 

Wayw ardone 
Your heart'ssonmb 

your mama s alwysthre, 
your burden she will bear 

Wayward one, 
although your mama's hair is gray 

She'll always remember the day your life began 
What a son her baby boy 

Wayward one, 
your toys were so much fun, why the gun? 

Wayward son, used to play with balls, 
now you're behind prison walls 

Stil she calls wayward son not my only one 
Wayward son, 

my fdarite one 
4 the end of time you'l be mine 

Someday we'l part, Ill always remain in your heart 
Pray for a new start, apple of my ye 

We'l meet in the by and by 
At heaven's gate I'l await 

Wayward one, mama knows your fate

Silent journalism 
Submitted kyAlphonzo Robinson 

Rudd Unit Reporter
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The boy and the snake 
Jennifer Toon 

Contributing Writer

T here once was a boy who made a long, difficult hike up a dangerously rocky hill. Upon 
arriving at the peak, he heard a small voice. "Lit
tle boy, can you help me?" He looked down, and 
among the bushes he saw a snake with markings 
his father had warned him about. "Little boy, I am 
hopelessly stuck and need to get down the hill. Do 
you think you could carry me in your satchel?" 
The boy replied, "I was told not to go near snakes.  
Snakes bite and you are especially poisonous." 

"This is true, but I would be so grateful for 
your help, I promise not to harm you.  
Please, I've been here for a very long 
time," said the snake. The boy hesi-4 
tated but gently placed the snake in his 
sack and began to make the journey down 
the hill. At the bottom, he found a nice grassy 
area to release the snake. He carefully sat him in 
the grass, when suddenly the snake lurched and 
struck the boy on the hand. The boy stumbled 
back, clutching his hand to his chest. "Why have 
you bitten me? You gave your word!" The snake 
answered before slithering away, "You knew 
what I was when you picked me up." 

I heard this story years ago as a child. I don't 
know its origin, but I do know it's a lesson I would 
never forget and would repeatedly fail to apply.

While working briefly in construction, Oakley 
tried to stay sober but again married an abuser.  
She was back on the path to divorce, depression and 
drug abuse. Before long, she was homeless, shocked 
by her own sad state of living. Oakley ended up be
ing arrested for prostitution, writing hot checks and 
petty theft; and she did time in county jail.  

She tried sobriety once more before turning 
to selling drugs. At this point she made the bad 
decision to drive to Houston with a man who 
was going to rob a liquor store. Oakley ended 
up with an eight-year sentence, and she real
ized six previous sentences in county jail were 
nothing compared to TDCJ.  

Isolated from outside influences, she began to read 
the Bible and enrolled in Windham School District's 
Cognitive Intervention Program (CIP), led by teacher 
P. Bohne. Oakley says her instructor told her to stop

I tell it often when others express astonishment 
at being betrayed by people of well-known bad 
character, or to fellow alcoholics who can't un
derstand how one drink becomes such a problem.  

Whatever unhealthy person we are involved 
with, or bad habits we practice, these will remain 
unhealthy and that should be of no surprise. That's 
not to say people can't change - a drug dealer can 
become a legally employed, upstanding citizen, 
and the absentee parent can become PTA chair
person. Humans are uniquely amazing for their 

ability and potential for change, but such 

change has to be maintained before it 
can be trusted. Many of us want to be

lieve in someone so badly that we ignore 
the evidence that says we shouldn't.  

An alcoholic wants so badly to believe the next 
drink won't be like the last one but it will. A snake 
remains a snake. We should accept the wisdom 
of the song lyric so elegantly expressed by an 8os 
hair band, "once bitten, twice shy." Having al
ready experienced the damage and hurt caused 
by unhealthy habits and untrustworthy people, 
we'll be less likely to give it all another try, right? 
Editor's note: The story spoken of in this article 
is an old Cherokee legend entitled, 
"The Little Boy and the Rattlesnake."

blaming her mother for everything bad in her life.  
"Ms. Bohne told me, 'You're projecting everything 

that goes wrong onto your mother, and it isn't her 
fault. You have choices. You can choose not to get 
angry,"' Oakley says.  

"For the first time, I realized 'choosing' meant I 
could change," Oakley says. She wrote out a five
year plan of personal goals, including earning col
lege degrees, and decided to change her life. She 
was released from prison in 2008.  

Oakley began to study for college entrance exams, 
and after release, was able to enroll in college class
es. In May 2012, she earned an AAS in Drug and 
Alcohol Counseling with a 3.9 GPA, Summa Cum 
Laude. She has been married again for more than 
two years, established relationships with her grown 
daughters, taken a role in parenting her young step
sons and enjoyed being a grandmother. She is a full

4e Association of X-Offenders, 
c. (TAX) offers assistance to parolees 
iroling to the Houston area? We want to help you stay 
ght and stay out.  

"It's a cinch by the inch."' 

We are a new x-offender and parolee lifeline in 
Houston.  
We have support group meetings, referral services, 
counseling, and good connections.  
We meet at the First Baptist Church Heights, 201 E.  
9th St., Houston, every Thursday at 6:30 p.m.  

Contact: Dennis Kelly, 
President 
P.O. Box 230384 
Houston, TX 77023 
(832) 882-5895 

or's Note: 
ECHO, Texas Department of Criminal Justice and the 
iham School District are not responsible for information 
services offered by the entity described in this article. This 
'mation is offered as a public service to our readership. 4 

time college student working on a degree in Process 
Technology with Lee College and a part time em
ployee with a weekend rental business.  

"It's the education I learned in the Cognitive Inter
vention class that changed me," she says. "I learned 
to change my perspective. If I change the way I see 
things, I can change the way I react to things, and I 
can change my destiny." 

Oakley summarized her new lifestyle in the 
phone conversation with her former teacher: 
"I've won many awards and honors in college, 
and it's all because of the goal you made me 
write in our Cognitive class," she told Bohne.  
"I love you, and I thank you for standing on my 
toes. You stood up to me, showed me you cared 
about me and you changed me. I thank you for 
everything you did for me in that class. Because 
of you, I tell my story openly." 4

Prison Rape Elimination Act 
(PREA) Ombudsman 

n 2007, the Prison Rape Elimination Act (PREA) Om
budsman ,as established by the 8oth Legislature 
(Texas Government ('ode 501.171- .178) and wvas ap

pointed by the Texas Board of Criminal Justice (TlCJ). The 
PREA Ombudsman provides offenders, family and friends of 
offenders and the general public an independent office to re
port sexual assaults occurring in Texas lDepartmnent of (rimii
nal Justice (T)CJ) correctional facilities, and to ensure the 
impartial resolution of complaints of allegations of sexual 
assault. 'he PRFA Ombudsman reports directly to the T'CJ 
chairman and may be contacted a t the following add ress: 

PREA Ombudsman 

P.O. Box 99 
Huntsville, Texas 77342 

Due to the serious nature of sexual assaults, and in accor
dance with TDCJ policy on "Zero-Tolerance" against sexual 
assaults, offenders knowledgeable of an offender-on-offender 
or staff-on-offender sexual assault that occurs within a TDC.J 
correctional facility are encouraged to immediately report the 
allegation to the facility administration or the Office of the 
Inspector General ()IG)4

Eddie B and COOL Ministries 
rock Darrington Unit 

John Stephens 
Darrington Unit Reporter 

S tudio recording artist Eddie B and COOL Ministries brought a word of hope with a southern rock-n
roll beat to Darrington. Eddie B has produced an impressive 35 albums and CDs, written four books, 

and been nominated 27 times for music awards. His music can be heard around the world.  
In a rare appearance, Eddie's wife accompanied him on several tracks from his latest CD and sang 

several solo songs. Eddie also delivered a message entitled "Getting Past the Rocks." Pastor Boyd from 
COOL (Christ Over Our Lives), shared his testimony. It included discussing the time he spent in TDCJ 
and how he overcame his heroin and cocaine addictions by giving his life to Christ.  

Each member of the cast and crew had a personal account of how they had overcome substantial 
hurdles in life, and they claimed their solution is available to all. 4
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TDCJ/Windhq- a'.m bull.Ii'etin board 

A 

Lewis Unit GED graduates are J. Maxwell III, P. Crain Unit Sycamore Campus Cognitive Intervention graduates are 
Cuellar, P. Hobbs, M. Gonzales, T. Jackson, D. S. Krenek, C. McMillan, L. Villarreal, P. Flemons, G. Viton, V. Ashford, S.  
Brager. G. Rogers, M. Battles and J. Zavala. Jones, K. Long, R. Minton, R. Ballard, A Butkiewicz, S. Alfaro, N. Stephens, 

M. Burks, B. Flores, M. Doud, N. Wilder, L. Kersey M. Lopez ard S. Harris.  

4~ 

Ferguson Unit GED graduates are K. Brown, C. Evans, P. Hackaday, D.  
Johnson, K. Jones, 0. Martinez, J. Olvera, A. Ramerez, A. Robertson, F. Wallace Unit Cognitive Intervention graduates 
Rodriguez, I. Stoneham and M. Stout. (Not pictured are E. Bell, J. Dean, C. are M. Strong, A. Rodriguez, M. Harrell, R. Domont 
Franklin, A. Mendoza and A. Robledo.) and A. Vasquez.

Daniel Unit Cognitive Intervention October grad
uates are Q. Young, D. Ferguson, J. White, T.  
Rawlinson and R. Reddick.

I 

I

Cole Unit GED graduates are S. Salas, F. Cortez, D. Darrough, D.  
Castillo, E. Campuzano, C. Pass S. Bouye, D. Williams, Z. Grady, J.  
Pippin and M. Posada.

4'
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CONJURING INSPIRATION FROM J.K. ROWLING, 
AUTHOR OF THE HARRY POTTER NOVELS

John Flagg 
Staff Writer

ost fiction novels merely 
brush over the surface of 
life. However, sometimes 

one hits the mark and reveals a special 
blend of wisdom hidden not only withinn its 
pages but in the author as well. The Harry 
Potter series witten by J.K. Rowling is the 
epitome of this unique combination.  

Seven years has elapsed since the ar
rival of Rowling's final installment of the 
Harry Potter series (The Deathly Hal
lows), and yet the impact of her novels 
continues to ripple across the literary 
consciousness of the world. A culture of 
fantasy fiction has evolved from Rowl
ing's work and forms the basis of inspi
ration for billions of readers and writers.  

Some vervfamous fans had this to say: 
"What .J.K. Rowling has done for fic

tion writing is simply extraordinary.  
She has made the myths and legends of 
the past perceptible through the power 
of the written word - magical words 
which are experienced on such a deep 
level that transcends both age and gen
der " said internationally renowned au
thor Neil Gaiman.  

"J.K. Rowling and the Harry Potter 
books changed everything for the genre 
of fantasy fiction. Rowling kicked open 
the door for the rest of us, and without 
her, that door would still be closed," 
said the acclaimed author of the Twi
light saga, Stephanie Meyer.  

Selling more than 2 billion copies 
worldwide, and being translated ito 
over 60 languages, the Harry Potter se
ries has spawned an entertainment jug
gernaut unmatched in history. Movies, 
theme parks, video games and toys have 
rapidly evolved from Rowling's imagi
nation. Elements of the novels, such as 
the amusing candies (Puking Pastiles) 
and delicious beverages (Butterbeer), 
have been transformed into real-world 
products. Even Harry Potter's favorite 
past-time, Quidditch, which is com
parable to lacrosse or polo, has been 
adapted into a real-world competi
tive sport (flying brooms omitted, of 
course). Ultimately, Rowling's novels 
have won numerous awards and have 
become course curriculum for literary 
analysis at some of the world's most 
prestigious universities.  

Sadly, such extraordinary fortune

does not come without a heavy price.  
Like her hero, Harry Potter, Rowling is 
the protagonist in her own unique story 
of struggle and sacrifice.  

In the early 199os, J.K. Rowling w as 
at the lowest possible state. Not only' 
was she struggling with clinical depres
sion and the tragic loss of her mother 
due to multiple sclerosis (MS), she was 
also an unemployed single-parent re
ceiving welfare benefits. Describing 
her economic status during those early 
days, Rowling has said: 

"I was as poor as it is possible to be 
in modern times. Rock Bottom became 
mi new foundation and was the ground 
from which I rebuilt my life.'I 

When placed under the pressure of 
adversity, men and women can dIScov
er within themselves certain resouvres 
and abilitiesithey had not know ii toex
ist beforehand. For Roling, it was her 
creative spark, and hr fearlessness in 
pursuing the inner stirring of her pow
erful imagination..  

"I put all my energy into complet
ing the one thing that mattered to me 
most," Rowvling said..  

Although she had little money to 
spend on writing maternal none of that 
stopped Rowlhng froM caring on with 
her dreams. She used whatever was 
available in the way of resources, such 
as napkins or scraps of paper at the res
taurant where she was waitressing, and 
she wrote early drafts of her novels.  

"I sat down with a pen, paper and a 
big idea," Rowling said.  

And just like that, an entire universe 
of imagination was born.  

Dozens of publishers initially turned 
downRowling's manuscript. Some in
siders recall that Rowling was advised 
to "keep her day job" since the gen
eral consensus was that she had little 
chance of making anymoney selling 
children's books.  

A former instructor at Exeter Univer
sity reminisced that Rowling was "not a 
very exceptional student." 

Much has changed for Rowling since 
the bad old days. She is the recipient of 
dozens of awards for outstanding lit
erary achievement, and has received 
honorary degrees from esteemed uni
versities from around the world, such 
as Harvard, Princeton, Exeter, St. An
drews and Aberdeen.  

According to a recent Forbes listing 
of the world's wealthiest people, J.K.  
Rowling is the richest woman in the 
United Kingdom, and is the 523rd rich
est person in the world. Her present 
wealth is estimated to be at or around 
$8 billion.  

In a special double issue of Time 
magazine (Dec. 2007), Rowling was 
nominated as the third most influen
tial person in the world, after political 
leaders Vladimir Putin (first) and Al

Gore (second). In 2009, Rowling was 
awarded the Lkgion d'honneur by then 
French President Nicolas Sarkozy.  

Life is.a bitter sweet process, an ever
changing mixture of joy and sadness.  

iuftortunately, many offenders see only 
the bitter. fincomparison, many of the 
characters in Rowling's novels faced 
considerable difficulties as well - so
cially, emotionally, mentally, physically 
- yet they each found the courage and 
determination to defeat the odds against 
them. A prisoner's beliefs, actions and 
feelings can be turned to positive pur
poses, promoting personal growth and 
even happiness. And like the characters 
in Rowling's novels, offenders can still 
have a positive impact on the lives that 
they touch in their daily round.  

"It is impossible to live without fail
ing at something, unlessyou have lived 
so cautiously, that you might as well 
not have lived at all," she said.  

Failure is a powerful obstacle to 
growth. It guarantees the progressive 
narrowing of the personality and pre
vents exploration and experimentation.  
However, there isno learning without 
some difficulty and fumbling.We all 
shape the circumstances and realities 
of our own lives, but as RowVding wisely 
notes, we cannot be afraid to take that 
wild leap into the heart of change, even 
as our failure stares us boldly in the face, 

It may seem ironic that it should 
take incarceration and tragedy to bring 
about self-renewal - but change hasto 
start somewhere, somehow. We, as of-.  
fenders, should have a goal constructed 
of dreams and plans and hopes which 
we are turning all of our energy into 
establishing. Passion and skill apti
tude are definitely:essential ingredi
ents to self-mprovi ent. By opening 
17rselves up to creatiVityW e can chart 

a course of action that xill lead us to 
the shores of new opportunities. View
ing one's circumstances with a positive 
perspective, like Rowling, offenders 
can see the world as rife with possibili
ties, regardless of incarceration.  

J.K. Rowling continues to share her 
passion with the world in the form of 
numerous philanthropic endeavors.  
She established the Volant Charitable 
Trust, which uses its funds to combat 
poverty and social inequality world
wide, and she is the founder or chair
woman of dozens more, such as: One 
Parent Families Foundation, Interna
tional Fund for Children and Young 
People in Crisis, Comic Relief, Lumos, 
and the Shannon Reading Plan (an out
reach program that provides tutoring 
to prisoners who cannot read).  

Rowling developed the Anne Rowling 
Regenerative Neurology Clinic at Edin
burgh University in Scotland in honor 
of her mother, xvho succumbed to MS 
in 1990.

"I would like to be reienibered as 
someone who has done the best she 
could with the talent she had," Rowl
ing said.  

LiterarV colleagues and contempo
ranes over the years have shared their 
admiration for Rowling's work.  

"I'm hands down her biggest fan," 
said bestselling author Stephen King, 
who reviewed each Harry Potter novel 
exclusively for the New York Times.  

"Her [Rowling] contributions to 
modern literature transcend anything 
anyone else has done before or since," 
Suzanne Collins has said. Collins is the 
author of the Hunger Gaines, a series 
that many proclaim is the beneficiary of 
Rowling's creative fire.  

When offenders learn to perceive 
their incarceration as a productive and 
fertile circumstance, the likelihood of 
evolving a clearer sense of their miotiva
tion and ambition will take root. Ask
ing, searching, knocking - these are 
the types of actions to be taken by op
timistic people, actions that change the 
future, But perhaps the most important 
attitude for nurturing a positive out
come is a strong sense of perseverance, 
as Rowling informs us.  

Anything is possible if you've got 
enough nerve," she said.  
Sources: 
www.Forbes.coin 
www.biography.con 
www.Pottermore.com 
Editors Note: The following is a com
plete listing of J.K. Rowling's work: 
Harry Potter and...  
1. The Sorcerers Stone 
2. The Chamber of Secrets 
3. The Prisoner ofAzkahan 
4. The Goblet of Fire 
5. The Order of the Phoenix 
6. The Half-Blood Prince 
7. The Deathhj IH(llows 
Supplements to the Harry Potter series: 
Rntastic Beasts (ndt where to Find Them 
Quidditch Throunuh the Aqes 
The Tales of Beedle the Bard 
Other Novels: 
The Caszial (l(fcuncy 
The Cuckoo*s Calling (as Robert Gaibraith) 
The Silkworm (as Robert Galbraith)*
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Pride versus humility RichardA. Luna 
Conributing Writer

nspiration from positive accomplishments is 
usually a good thing, and Merriam-Webster 
defines this as pride. A question for us inmates: 
"Where do we go wrong?" I suggest that it is 

when our pride interferes with humility. In that re
gard, some people are dripping with pride. The hu
mility here is not the exaggerated kind. I would even 
argue that we need a measure of pride to get through 
this prison adventure. What's wrong with inspira
tion coming from the right place? 

A healthy pride might be where we retain our dig
nity. An equal necessity, then, is checked pride. Pride 
run amok is why the TDCJ has disciplinary court. In 
ii years I've met maybe three people in line at dis
ciplinary who probably shouldn't have been there.  
Pride versus humility is an everyday battle.  

Could there be a level of pride within 
humility? I say there is. Work with me here. An 
oxymoron: humble pride. I admit this may be too 
much for some. I'm appealing to the reader who has 
looked in the mirror and knows that change must 
happen. Like the one who sees it as a duty to forego

ave you ever struggled 'with drug addiction? Do 
you know what it's like to squander away an entire life on 
a quick fix? What have you lost stolen or bartered in the 
name of chemical dependency? 

I happen to know an individual who is svell acquainted 
with this particular brand of suffering.  
When he was young, family tragedy struck quickly and 

consecutively. He couldn't cope. As a resulthe be
caine rebellious at home and truant at school 
He became a recluse and an outsider. He 
griavitated towards other outsiders: ncrmi
nals. gangsters, reprobates. He started 
feeling like hie did't belong a 'where 
else, except on the frin' e Every room 
he entered was an unwelcome room, 
He didint understand his pain. He 
couldn't think I-fe couldn't breathe.  

ie was suffocating on the pressure 
and negativity swirling around hiM 
'Then drugscame into his life and the air 

became breathable again, When he started 
using drugs, he felt like he could be OK in 
every situation. Drugs gave him confidence.  
Drgs made him feel safe.  
But drugs also made him lose touch with reality and 

the connection to his heart, soul and everything real.  
The only thing that became real for him was his need for 

More drugs.  
Everyone who has suffered from drug addiction has a sini

tar story a story that originates in loss or loneliness, guilt, 
shame or self-loathing. Whatever it is - it eats away at you 
on the inside and poisons your heart and mind. It leads you 
to believe that salvation can only come from one source: the 
drugs you are taking.  

Drug addiction is a lifelong battle. It requires tremendous

commissary to pay child support. I want to share 
with you my heart regarding pride versus humility.  

Unhealthy pride is what makes a person fight 
child support to prove wrong an ex-spouse. Hu
mility says: "Those are my children. They didn't 
choose to come into this world. I will pay child 
support because I love them." Pride sends a per
son to a writ writer to find a way around child sup
port. Moreover, pride allows the writ writer to help 
someone get around it. Humility says that it should 
never take the attorney general's office to force one 
to support children who love them unconditionally.  

Pride blames one's family for not sending 
money or not writing. Humility reminds us that 
they are picking up our slack. They are doing 
their best to make it out there. Maybe they de
serve encouragement not criticism. Humility 
will write an encouraging letter once in a while 
... without asking for anything.  

Unhealthy pride can easily be called 
the arch enemy of the prisoner. How do 
I tame my ever persistent pride? That's simple. My

strength and resolve to say 'no' to a habitual temptation.  
Like a tower guard, you niust stay alert at all times, lest a 
sudden urge to relapse sneaks past your defenses. Once you 
let your guard down. the enemy will be right at the gate, 
ready to ambush you in your moment of'weakness.  
It's just that easy.  

By preparing for every contingency that may pop up 
along the road to recovery, we can learn to de

feat the enemy called "addiction." Educating 
people about die dangers of drug addiction 

can go a long way towards minimizing 

the desperate consequences of substance 

abuse for individuals and perhaps soci
etv as a whole.  

But as the story of drug addiction un
folds, many offenders will come to re

alize that there can be alternative out
comes. It Is within our power to alter 

how the story ends. It is easy to destroy 
yourself. but it is the hardest thing in the 

world to combat the demons that are de
stroy igyou, and come back to life again.  

Hmv do you beat addiction? What is the best 
route to recovery? Why do so many people relapse 

after so much conunitment and effort? Courage, focus and 
an indomitable drive for change are the essential require
ments. Lacking in any one of these areas ma, in fact, lead 
to a return to a negative lifestyle.  

It's easier said than done; it's easier to doubt than to trust; 
so much easier to remain an addictthan to walkthe long and 
winding road to recovery, 
ft's a road we all must travelin order to get to a better place.  
By the way, that individual I know who has suffered front 

drug addiction thatindividual is me

friend tells me all the time that "simple and easy 
are not the same thing. It's simple to climb a moun
tain. Just go straight up." His words ring true here.  

Pride will argue and justify. Humility will sit 
with the truth, no matter how ugly it is, and seek 
growth. It allows truth to wake us to the change 
that we need to make - that should have been 
made long ago. Genuine and lasting change will 
start somewhere around here. I accept 100 per
cent of the blame for my situation.  

Pride seems as natural as eating. It takes ener
gy and effort to keep it in check. But the rewards 
can be limitless. Ever notice how it's equally natu
ral for us to resist a prideful person? Many times 
they come with exceptional ideas but are rejected 
because of how they are presented. Yet when we 
encounter a person living with genuine humility, 
it's refreshing. We find that we become absorbed 
in their experience, whatever it may be. It's second 
nature to help them get where they're going.  

Pride will always judge. Humility seeks 
the good and tries to understand where a per
son is coming from in disagreements. It will 
even seek to be part of the solution. Humility 
recognizes when we are in way over our heads.  
It wants others to succeed even when our own 
plans and desires crumble in front of the whole 
world. Humility goes a step further and rejoices 
when others succeed.  

Humility is the quiet voice in the heat of the 
moment that asks: "Okay, what am I supposed 
to be learning here?" It seems to recognize that 
a lesson not learned the first time will have to 
be repeated. I'm certainly no guru. It grates on 
me when I realize that the jerk in the dayroom 
was right. Pride reacts. Humility responds. I've 
learned that it's better to keep my words soft 
and kind, for it makes it easier when I have to 
eat them. Biting my tongue isn't easy, but it's 
certainly an on-ramp to the road less traveled.  

When I inventory pride versus humility in my 
life, I find myself woefully up past my bedtime.  
There is so much I need to change. If given the op
portunity, I'd start by telling the people I've hurt or 
wronged that I'm sorry, that I'm a different person 
now, and in the same situation, I would do things 
differently. I'd accept responsibility.  

My motivating factor might have arrived when 
I multiplied my age times two and realized that I 
might not be around much longer. We're all go
ing to leave a legacy behind. I finally accepted 
that if I didn't change something, then my lega
cy had already been established. It wasn't good.  
It was a legacy determined by my actions and 
omissions, forwarded by a prosecutor, and set
tled by a jury. I want something different.  

Honest Abe said, "A journey of a thousand 
miles starts with a single step." Well, I've got a 
few miles to go, yet. It's a simple journey. But it 
isn't an easy one. Maybe instead of uttering fa
mous words, I could start living by them. I sure 
could use the company.  

Who's with me? 4

Ae Il/ong a n dmt ritigl roadtoreco o erg 
John F/agZg, Stcfi'Witer
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71w e'vvd' o f thee' roacd.
Joseph L. Fritz 

Allred Unit 

the middle shelf of the refrigera 
hidden behind a slightly emptie 
milk, a bowl of fresh fruit huddle 

least, most of it did. In any group there will 1 
or the troublesome, and this group was no ex 

The apple lay on its side, doing its best to 
small spot on its side. It knew it was ripe an 
that the small spot could be easily sliced awa 
was doing its best to look unappetizing and 
ous. It had travelled all the way from Washin 
land of lush greenery and nourishing rains, t( 
frigid hell and await its final days.  

The grapes bunched together. There was 
they could do as their last days approache' 
They were too large collectively in the bow 
to escape notice, and barring a miracle, knev 
their final hour was at hand. These would bE 
spent in solitude and misery, with only thei 
own company. They tried to keep a positive 
attitude about their fate, thinking it could 
be worse. They could have been sent to a 
winery and met their demise that way. Even 
so, they lay in a cold wasteland and contem
plated their mortality.  

It was worse for the strawberries. Havin 
their early days in a briar patch which h 
scratched them with every small breeze, the 
er been any illusions about their ultimate fa 
they were outside of their peck mates, andc 
the near freezing halls of what could only b 
they knew their time was near.  

The door of the fridge came open, and all 
held nonexistent breaths at the horror to co 
nana started to flop around in the bowl. It w 
its kind in the bowl and knew its time was c 
The milk in front of the fruit tried to tell on 
who had succeeded in raising a sizable, dark' 
skin from all of the flopping. The master p.  
no heed, and reached for a can of soda. All o: 
out a collective nonexistent breath in relief. T 
made no noise as it was removed. Whatever I 
ing inside of it was now long dead. The cherri 
the thought that they for one hoped it had beE 
death - unlike their own seeming eternal 
in the icy depths of metal and ice, surround 
no-good foods already stripped of everything 
made them wholesome.  

As the door closed, while the big light was 
on, the coconut made a mad break for freedo 
rolled out of the bowl, rolling over and dislod 
several smaller fruits as it did so, and tried t 
through the crack of the door before it got too 
row. It had noticed before that when the M 
closed the door, he immediately turned away 
swung closed.  

The coconut rolled faster, dodging the 
and almost made it. However, it was sw
back into the fridge, where it bounced o 
the milk and careened into a corner, ne 
a week-old Tupperware container filled 
some sort of leftovers. Recoiling in abjec

tor, halfway 
d gallon of 
s in fear. At 
be the brave 
ception.

vulsion, the coconut rolled 
over behind a jar of salad 
dressing. It wasn't an ideal 
hiding spot, but it offered at 
least partial cover.  

The few mangos that were 
left saw the coconut make its

display the bid for freedom and decided to try a different tactic.  
d juicy, and Since they obviously couldn't escape, what if they in
y, but it still stead disguised themselves as something else? There 
inconspicu- was a large bowl of guacamole on their shelf, which had 
gton state, a been avocados that succumbed to the Master just the 

o end in this day before. If they could get in it and coat themselves 
with the green substance, perhaps they could live to see 

nothing else another day. The Master had been taking fruit out of 
d. the bowl all day, little by little, and the screams of the 

A others who had been taken had penetrated even the sol
id doors of the fridge. All of the fruit had heard 

e the screams for sure. The mangos suspected the 

ir milk of having heard it as well, if the smug look 
on the milk's jug was any indication.  

There was very little light inside the refrig
erator when the door was closed. Only a small 

bulb near the top cast shadowy illumination into 
the lower reaches of the shelves. The mangos were 
suddenly happy they were not vegetables, relegat

g lived G ed to the bins reserved for them at the bottom of 

ad cut and the fridge. The mangos rolled as silently as pos
sible towards the guacamole, trying to escape 

e Now that notice. Then, one by one, they slipped into the 
toigne toa -'guacamole, offering a silent prayer for the de
consighed byceased fruit, while also asking for its blessing e the abyss, and help in concealing them. As they rolled in the 

Iof the fruit guacamole, they bruised their tender flesh. The cold avo

me. The ba- cado paste was difficult to roll in. Better hurt than dead, 
as the last of though. They then each found different hiding spots in the 

,oming soon. fridge, hoping they had succeeded in their ploy for safety.  

the banana, The rest of the fruit had decided there was no point in 

bruise on its resisting. The peaches, oranges and the single kiwi that 

aid the milk were left all lay in a heap to one side. They had all seen 

a the fruit let many of their close kin taken to the slaughter, and had 

rhe soda had no hope. As they had struggled beside their kin to avoid 
'he soda had elimination, the small light of hope they had, which had 
had been liv been dimmer than the light now glowing far above them, 
es expressed died a slow, agonizing death - for the Master was making 
en a painless an epic fruit salad. 4 
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FRANK BRAD 
MEORAL CHOWDER 

Matthew Clarke 
Ramsey Unit 

Ingredients: 
water 
3 spoonfuls powdered milk 
2 spoonfuls instant potatoes 

(herb flavor) 
1 jalapeno pepper 
1 pack of mackerel 

2 packs of cream cheese 
hot sauce or habanero sauce 
1 pack instant rice 
1 pack chicken soup seasoning 
I sleeve saltine crackers 

Directions: 
Add 3 spoonfuls of powdered milk, 
2 spoonfuls of instant potatoes, 
finely chopped jalapeno pepper, 
the pack of mackerel (drained of 
juice), and the 2 packs of cream 
cheese all into hot pot insert. Add 
about 1 inch of hot water and 
cook in hot pot for 45 minutes.  
Cook instant rice separately. When 
chowder is done pour onto rice 
and add seasoning. Serve with 
saltine crackers and enjoy! 

BREAD PUDDING 
'HOBBY I1YIF 

Penny Fox 
Hobby Unit 

Ingredients: 
2 cinnamon rolls 

1 sleeve of Maria's cookies 
1 row of vanilla cream cookies 
2 packages of cream cheese 

I spoonful of water 

Directions: 
Scrape cream from vanilla cookies, 
set cream aside in large bowl.  
Crush Maria cookies and the vanilla 
cookies into fine crumbs. Using a 
large spoon, add 1 spoonful of 
water to the cookie crumbs. Mix 
cookies to a doughy texture. Cut 
up cinnamon rolls into small pieces 
while adding in cookie dough.  
Heat in hot pot insert for 2-3 hours.  
When done form into a bread loaf.  
Mix cream from cookies with cream 
cheese to make icing. Spread icing 
on loaf, slice to serve. Makes 4 
generous servings.
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PLEASE, STOP SAYING THAT!

ITALIAN NACHOJ 
Nora Martinez 

Crain Unit 

Ingredients: 
1 pouch of chunky chicken, diced 

1 pouch of spam, diced 
10 packages of cream cheese 
% bag of powdered milk 
2 tbsp. jalapeno squeeze cheese 

1 ranch dressing packet 
2 jalapeno peppers, finelychopped 
2 of a pickle (hot or regular) 

1 tbsp. garlic 
1 tbsp. onior fkes 
1 tb spa ssg 
1 ba f rtlhas chps 
2 tbspfwatr 
Salt Ind:peppert:. e 
I lae bowl 
1 hot pt inser 

Directions: 
In a large bowl put cream cheese, 
jalapeno squeeze cheese, ranch 
dressing, jalapeno peppers, 
pickle and salad dressing. Mix 
well. In the hot pot insert, add 
powdered milk and water - the 
mixture should be thick. Add milk 
to cream cheese to make a thick 
cheese sauce. Put the chunky 
chicken pouch and span in the 
mixture. Pour all contents into hot 
pot insert and heat for I to 2 hours.  
When done pour over tortilla 
chips. Makes 2 to 3 servings.  

HOMEMADE JALJA 
Victor Quintanilla 

Gib Lewis Unit 

Ingredients: 
113 bottle ketchuP 
can V8 

6 packs chili soup seasoning 
1/2 bottle habanero hot sauce 
5jalapenos, diced fine 

Directions: 
Add all the ingredients together 
in a ketchup bottle. Shake well.  
Place bottle in hot pot and cook 
for at least 30 minutes. Goes great 
on chips and tacos!

Scott Nowell 
Holliday Unit

Having spent seven of the last 18 years in 
TDCJ, there are many phrases commonly 
used and abused by my peers, and I'm sick 

of hearing them. For instance, when a statement be
gins with the words, "I'm not going to lie," I cringe 
inside. I also get ready to hear a lie. The same is true 
when a statement ends with, "I put that on (insert 
the name of a beloved relative or hood)." Please, stop 
saying that! 

Call me crazy, but when you insist upon insisting 
you're not lying, red flags fly. I'm assuming that you 
have no problem with lying per se, but are trying to 
persuade me that this time you're not, and that what 
you're about to say is more important than what you 
usually have to say.  

There's an old saying to the effect that if you'll lie 
about the small stuff, you'll lie about the 
big stuff. When you preface a com
ment by saying you're not go
ing to lie, what I hear is thatA 
you're a liar - just not this' 
time, maybe.  

Similarly, why put a 
statement, "on some
thing?" Does the speaker 
expect me to believe that 
if he is indeed lying, misfor-
tune will result to others 
maybe even his children? That 
doesn't seem fair and I question by 
what power or authority such a punish
ment is enforced.  

What is also confusing to me is when a speaker 
puts a statement on his "mama's grave." What lie 
told could possibly have any effect on the dead? Or 
is it the grave itself that will be disturbed? Of course 
not. But the liar loses control once the lie is told. Put
ting it on something changes nothing, so stop saying 
that, please, 

Perhaps the most irritating phrase I hear in pris-
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on is, "It is what it 
is." When I hear this 
insane bit of circular 
logic, I have to resist 
the urge to grab the 
speaker by the shoul
ders, shake him and 
scream, "What in 
the world are you 
talking about?"

3 d P a 
N iC tOn 

... .. ...

Unless we're discussing quantum theory, every
thing is what it is. Why point it out? It's like observ
ing that water is wet. When I first heard "It is what 
it is," I admit that it sounded kind of cool, vaguely 
philosophical and possibly profound. But it's really 

just garbage talk, meaning nothing and go
ing nowhere. I don't know why, but 

it's become the go to phrase for 
those who don't know what 

to say, yet feel compelled to 
open their bean chutes. You 
can't be wrong saying, "it is 
what it is," in any situation.  
It is true. But if that is all 

you have to add to a conver
sation, I think silence works 

much better.  
The grammatical errors con

tained in the oft-used phrase, "that 
don't make no sense", don't bother me.  

What does annoy me is that double negatives al
ways make a positive. So, if it don't make no sense, 
what is actually being said is that it makes sense.  
Let me repeat this: "that don't make no sense", 
means "that makes sense", and "we ain't got none" 
implies that we do have some. What the speaker 
intends, correctly stated is, "That doesn't make 
sense" or "That makes no sense" because it doesn't.  

It is what it is, and I put that on everything I love! 4 
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